Conjugation of two RNA aptamers improves binding affinity to AML1 Runt domain.
To develop a high-affinity aptamer against AML1 Runt domain, two aptamers were conjugated based on their structural information. The newly designed aptamer Apt14 was generated by the conjugation of two RNA aptamers (Apt1 and Apt4) obtained by SELEX against AML1 Runt domain, resulting in improvement in its binding performance. The residues of AML1 Runt domain in contact with Apt14 were predicted in silico and confirmed by mutation and NMR analyses. It was suggested that the conjugated internal loop renders additional contacts and is responsible for the enhancement in the binding affinity. Conjugation of two aptamers that bind to different sites of the target protein is a facile and robust strategy to develop an aptamer with higher performance.